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lived in safety, without anxiety. But now, far differ-
ent is the aspect of our affairs and of this whole
region; for so crushed are our Hurons by disasters,
that, their outposts being taken and laid waste with
fire and sword, most of them have been forced to
change their abodes, and retreat elsewhere; hence it
has come to pass that at last we are devoid of the
protection of others, and now we, stationed at the
front, must defend ourselves with our own strength,
our own courage, and our own numbers.

This our dwelling — or shall I say our fort ? — of
Sainte Marie, the French who are with us defend, while
our Fathers sally forth, far and wide, scattered among
the villages of the Hurons, and through the Algon-
quin tribes far distant from us,—each one watching
over his own mission, and intent only upon the min-
istry of the word, leaving all temporal cares to those
who remain at home. In truth, domestic matters
keep so fortunate a course that, although our num-
ber has increased, and we greatly desire new help
to be sent us,—both of laymen and, especially, of
our own fathers,— still in no wise is it necessary to
increase expenses. On the contrary, they are les-
sened daily, and each year we ask for less temporal
aid to be sent us,—so much so that we can, for the
most part, support ourselves upon that which is here
produced. Verily, there is not one of our brethren
who does not feel in this respect great relief from,
those distresses which were in former years very
burdensome, and seemed insurmountable. For we
have larger supplies from fishing and hunting than
formerly; and we have not merely fish and eggs,
but also pork, and milk products, and even cattle,
from which we hope for great addition to our store.


